THE PACIFIC BASIN	{ < II
and  structurally  parts of an old parent continent     Ottjsrs
formed by volcanic and coral action and having no
to the build of the older land masses are called oceanic
islands Continental islands rise from the continental shelf
or from spurs of this shelf eg New Guinea and the
continental srfelf of the former continent may be taken to
extend eastwards from Asia and Australia to a line connect
ing the Marshall Gilbert Samoa Fiji and Kermadec islands
through the major group of New Zealand Along this line
occur the Kermadec Tonga and Higgard trenches which
probably mark the outward edge of a great former land mass
of which the continental islands are the remnants
East of this and extending to the American wall is the true
Pacific depression from the floor of which nse the relics of
volcanic upheavals which form the island strewn expanse of
Polynesia These peaks and ridges rise with comparative
steepness from great depths and many fail to reach the
surface Of those which do emerge some like Hawaii are
so recent as to retain their original form of lava-cones and
craters while others like Tahiti have been much eroded
and altered in appearance The jagged outlines and steep
peaks of these islands form much of the scenic charm of
island landscapes in the Pacific Many again have been so
reduced that they have disappeared beneath the surface
altogether and this lowering has been accompanied by the
building of coral reefs which now stand at sea level as the
charactenstic atolls of the South Seas such as the Tuamotus
and countless others like garlands laid by the hand of
Nature on the tombs of departed islands
Coral islands and reefs are mainly formed of the stony
skeleton of carbonate of lime built up by organisms known
as coral polyps They take many forms but that of most
importance in reef building unites into great branches

